Using narratives to understand the motivational factors and experience of being a self-initiated academic expatriate in South Africa
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Introduction

Many individuals are now looking beyond their home countries in search of career opportunities and a better life. Mostert (2014) attributes the movement of labour to globalisation. This has allowed host countries the opportunity to not only attract but also retain skilled professionals within their workplace (Silvanto & Ryan, 2014). Ryan, Silvanto and Ozkaya (2015) observe that host countries have had to lower their migration requirements so as to attract skilled foreign nationals. Fundamentally, this has changed not only the nature of work but also the view of the notion of a career (Baruch, Dickmann, Altman & Bournois, 2013; Rodriguez & Scurry, 2014).

Such international trends have led to the rise of, and need to investigate, self-initiated expatriates (SiEs) as an important source of talent (Doherty, 2013; Hasberger & Vaiman, 2013). The major difference between SiEs and traditional expatriates is the initiative to move (Andresen, Al Ariss & Walther, 2012; Selmer & Lauring, 2012; Suutari & Brewster, 2000). Accordingly, SiEs are viewed as those individuals choosing to pursue international careers on their own initiative (Cao, Hirschi & Deller, 2013; Tharenou & Caulfield, 2010) and who finance their own expatriation for personal and career development. For SiE, the initiative to expatriate is therefore a personal choice, not an organisation’s (Richardson & Mallon, 2005). Despite the rise in SiE, little empirical focus exists internationally (Doherty, 2013). This even extends to the South African setting as well.

Furthermore, calls have been made for understanding the concept of boundaryless or protean careers (Abele, Spurk & Vomer, 2012; Al Ariss, Cascio & Paauwe, 2013; Carr, Inkson & Thorn, 2005;
 Emerging literature appears to suggest that the decision to expatriate no longer lies with the organisation but rather with the individual (Selmer & Lauring, 2011a). Calls have been made for research that expands this view (Froese, 2012; Howe-Walsh & Schyns, 2010). A need thus exists to investigate the SiE experience as part of a project of the individual (Volpe & Murphy, 2011), especially amongst academics as their professional skills are easily transferable across countries (Beaverstock, 2005; Richardson & McKenna, 2003). Furthermore, calls exist for more empirical work to investigate SiE within the academic context and extend theorising given the mobility within this type of work (Richardson, 2009).

Research purpose and objective

The purpose of this study was to explore the expatriation motivational factors and the lived experiences of SiE academics working at a South African rural university. The backdrop of this is twofold. Firstly, theoretically, there is an acknowledgement of the important role SiEs play not just for the home but also the host country (Ainuddin & Lily, 2012; Doherty, Richardson & Thorn, 2013; Jokinen, Brewster & Suutari, 2008). This has even culminated in an argument that such investigations on SiE can provide a better understanding to the field of work studies (Inkson & Richardson, 2010). Second is a contextual argument. Although expatriates may face discrimination in academia globally, discrimination against expatriates is worth careful and particular attention in South Africa. This is because South Africa has experienced a spate of violent xenophobic attacks since 1994 (Saleh, 2015). More so, discrimination, specifically xenophobia, is prevalent in South African universities, with expatriate students and staff being exposed to a wide array of xenophobic experiences in South Africa (Buthelezi, 2009; Sorensen, 2012; Singh, 2013). South Africa is simultaneously experiencing a skills crisis, specifically in higher education (Sebola, 2015), and will fail to address its skills shortages over the short term if it cannot attract and retain SiEs. It is therefore necessary to identify and address factors such as discrimination which may deter skilled SiEs from choosing to work in higher education in South Africa. The overall research question guiding this study was: What factors (given the South African context) influence SiEs to expatriate and the ensuing lived experience accompanying this decision?

Factors influencing self-initiated expatriate’s movement

Contemporary career theories emerge, especially because of environmental complexities surrounding modern day careers. This study focused on the boundaryless career theory because of its applicability to knowledge-intensive workers (Inkson et al., 2012). For the purpose of this research study, the boundaryless career theory is divided into physical and psychological mobility. Physical mobility represents the transitions of the participants across boundaries, and psychological mobility illustrates transitions of the individual’s perception (Andresen et al., 2012; Chen, 2012). Given this, the thinking could be that the interaction between the physical and psychological plays a part in decisions such as moving from one country to another.

A number of studies have been conducted on the movement of SiE especially internationally. Within the British context, the need for adventure or travel has been found to be a factor that influences movement of skills (Richardson & Mallon, 2005; Richardson & McKenna, 2002). In another study, the need for financial gain and the quest for career development opportunities have been found to influence the movement of younger academics to leave their home countries (Selmer & Lauring, 2010). In general, studies conducted mostly in western countries attribute a sense of adventure, monetary issues, family and partner considerations, life change and personal development as influencing factors amongst expatriates (Al Ariss & Syed, 2011; Howe-Walsh & Schyns, 2010; Selmer & Lauring, 2011b).

Amongst academics there is acknowledgement that within such professions, skills are easily transferable across countries (Beaverstock, 2005; Richardson & McKenna, 2003). This is suggested to be a notable pattern in western countries (Maharaj, 2011). Altbach (2004) makes a categorisation of push and pull factors as influencing academics to expatriate. Push factors include motivation such as opportunities for scholarships, better working conditions and better salary. Conversely, pull factors (depending on the individual) may include the need for job security, stability, resource scarcity and the need for better working conditions.

Despite the growing theorising, there are arguments for the need of more empirical focus into the lived experience of SiE (Alshammari, 2013). Further, the role of environmental and social phenomena on this experience is argued to be important in enhancing the expatriate experience (e.g. Richardson, 2006, 2009; Richardson & Mallon, 2005; Richardson & McKenna, 2002; Richardson & Zikic, 2007; Selmer & Lauring, 2010).

Research design

Research approach

A qualitative exploratory research approach was adopted to understand not only the factors but also the lived experiences of SiEs working as academics. This approach helped gain a deeper understanding of the participants’ lived experiences (Creswell, 2009) from the subjective view of the individual (Riessman, 2008). Such an approach
allows for the collection of situational information and extrapolating information that accompanies human actions and decisions (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).

Research strategy

Unstructured interviews were deemed as an appropriate method for collecting data, thereby allowing participants to share their experiences freely. The aim here was to generate meaning through participant stories; such stories are viewed by Merriam (2002, p. 286) as tools that allow for ‘meaning-making’ to understand the ‘human experience’. By using unstructured interviews, participants were able to draw meaning from their lived experience and reflect on their experiences and to clarify their responses (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). This type of interviewing allowed the researcher to elicit stories from the participants rather than brief answers or discrete responses that can be predetermined (Riessman, 2008).

Research method

Sampling and participants

A total of 25 participants were selected to take part in this study. The sample for this study was gathered using a combination of sampling methods, namely: judgemental and convenience sampling (Creswell, 2009). In this regard, participants had to be full-time foreign academics who were accessible to the researchers because of time and budget constraints. The demographic characteristics of participants and their pseudonyms (used to protect their identity) are illustrated in Table 1.

Data collection methods

During the interview process, the researchers recorded notes, and all interviews were recorded and transcribed word for word. Prior to every interview, participants were given a thorough briefing and informed of the expectations, rights and responsibilities around the research. All interviews were conducted in the offices of the academics at the university campus, and inclusion and exclusion criteria protocols were followed. Participants had to be foreign nationals working as full-time academics at a selected university who had initiated their own expatriation.

Recording of the data

Data analysis

The interviews were transferred to QSR NVivo 9, which is a data analysis and management software (Reuben & Bobat, 2014). A data analysis procedure based on three levels of meaning-making, as adopted in previous research, was used (Chinyamurindi, 2012, 2016; McCormack, 2000). Level 1 was helpful in developing a good understanding of the career development experience of each story. This was performed by re-reading each interview and listening to audio recordings. Such a process allowed for the identification of ‘markers’ of the stories (McCormack, 2000, p. 221) and answering the questions about each interview: ‘what kind of story is this?’ (Thornhill, Clare & May, 2004, p. 188). Level 2 was achieved through classifying responses from participants into meaningful categories (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996). Finally, in Level 3, the researcher analysed the content of the gathered narrative accounts and themes (McCormack, 2000). This was carried out by identifying
Research results and findings

Based on the data analysis, four main factors emerged as serving as motivation to expatriate. Table 2 presents a summary of these factors and how they served as a basis for the rationale to expatriate. The second finding is around the experiences of the academics while in South Africa. Table 3 presents some of these challenges and illustrating quotes.

### Motivating factors to expatriate

Table 2 presents the factors contributing as motivation to expatriate. Participants considered factors specific to their own preference and allurement that South Africa, as a country, offers as compared with their home countries. In essence, the factors shown in Table 2 and the illustrating quotes can be considered as either push factors or pull factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivating factor</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Illustrating quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The need to further studies</td>
<td>The motivating desire to access educational opportunities in South Africa as a basis for improvement.</td>
<td>I just saw an opportunity, I saw an advert. I was working at the University of Zimbabwe as a Research Assistant. Then an advert came and they were looking for it, it was an NRF scholarship, candidates from Southern Africa. I was also looking for opportunities to do my Masters. So I just applied and got the funding. (Robin, Female, Zimbabwean) I worked here in South Africa as a teacher for a year in Pretoria before we moved to Fort Hare where my husband got a job here at Fort Hare and that is when I decided to continue with my studies. (Kelly, Female, Zambian) Well, when I came to South Africa initially I was coming because I was furthering my studies, which was the primary reason why I came this side. (Mercy Female, Zimbabwean) To continue with my studies. Because my government sent me here under a scholarship to continue my studies. (Jim, Male, Eritrean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The worsening economic and political conditions in the home country</td>
<td>The decision to expatriate as influenced by home country factors that relate to the economy and politics of the country. The decision to expatriate was influenced by the worsening situation relating to such factors.</td>
<td>Well, first of all after my rating, Kenya would not have been my first choice because there are many things such as the pay ratio, and since I have left Kenya, there has been an economic collapse. (Mark, Male, Kenyan) Well, at that time I had another option at the University of Zimbabwe but by then, the situation was not conducive for learning (economically and politically). (Teshi, Female, Zimbabwean) After graduating, I couldn’t get any form of job to better myself given my background so I was now forced to find a way to raise money. So I did farming, you know farming in my home is done at a subsistence level, I did farming for 2 years raising money, and moved out of the country to South Africa to look for a better life. (Sean, Male, Cameroonian) When I started working, my country was undergoing, it was during the amnesty time, and those were terrible times economically and socially in Uganda. (Lily, Female, Ugandan) Because the situation back home will continue like that. The political wars will continue for a long time, so I’m not planning on going back home anytime soon. (Jim, Male, Eritrean) So when things got bad in Zimbabwe (economically and politically) we decided to move to South Africa. (Kelly, Female, Zambian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New life experience</td>
<td>Search of self-fulfilling jobs in other countries.</td>
<td>I’m an ambitious person so I felt that in NGOs there wasn’t so much for to develop. I felt that maybe I wasn’t moving in the social radar and academic was a good opportunity because you could see yourself moving. (Mark, Male, Kenyan) There were opportunities but I just decided to step out of my comfort zone, and experience life outside my own country. (Robin, Female, Zimbabwean) You know I will give you a simple example, you have a player who is playing for Manchester United and he is doing very well and all of a sudden, he decides to go and play for Real Madrid. It doesn’t mean that Manchester United is now bankrupt, but he wants new exposures and new challenges. One of the things which I like new exposure and new challenges and coming into academics brings me those. One of the things that I really cherished when I joined the university was carrying out research, the university offered me an opportunity to do research as one of my core activities. (Peter, Male, Zimbabwean) I was looking for a new challenge as working had become boring and monotonous as I was doing the same thing over and over. There was lot of work that needed to be done and, you know when you are a professor, everyone will be looking up to you to do most work. I didn’t want to come to SA but for the sake of looking for a new challenge, I had to move from Kenya as I had worked there for nearly 2 decades. (Wayne, Male, Kenyan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good facilities in South Africa</td>
<td>Facilities that allow academics, especially from the field of science, to carry out their work and the freedom that the country provides to everyone in doing their work.</td>
<td>South African universities’ facilities are up to standard and also the work environment to do your research is better, freedom of academic environment is there. (Conrad, Male, Ethiopian) In Nigeria we do not have much opportunity for research funding, but I’m impressed by the South African government because of the priority they place on research; that is what motivated me to come here, because I have facilities to carry out research. (Ayo, Male, Nigerian) The difference I can say is based on the language, because in DRC we were taught in French; everything is done in French so that is what is making the difference. In South Africa, students are exposed to more facilities than back home. (Bill, Male, Congolese) Well, it’s a free country, and I’m in political science, which is a very sensitive area as far as writing is concerned because there is always these tensions between, in most African countries, the academia and government as far as criticisms are concerned. In South Africa, you have the luxury of expressing yourself by saying whatever you want about the government or any other government without fear of prosecution. (Paul, Male, Cameroonian)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2:** Motivating factors to expatriate.
The need for further studies for the academics who participated in this research entailed acquiring postgraduate qualifications and improving their research acumen. South Africa appeared to be a country of choice given the opportunities available through the National Research Foundation (NRF). Thus, to the participants, furthering their academic studies in South Africa was not as an end in itself, but a way out of the challenges faced in their home countries.

Further, the worsening economic and political conditions in their home countries appear to have an influence on the individuals’ decision to expatriate (see table for illustrating quotes). Participants viewed South Africa as a country with a favourable economic and political climate, thus allowing for expression without troubles as compared with their home countries. One participant (Jim) from Eritrea expressed the view that even if things get better in his home country, he ‘will never go back’:

Last week my own father died, I can’t even go back to bury my own father. Even if I go, I will never return back. This is due to my visa and also the bad political and economic situation. (Jim, male, married)

In addition to the two identified factors contributing to expatriating, participants also cited the need for a new life experience outside their home country. However, this factor is to be viewed simultaneously with an individual’s desire to develop one’s career. Because of challenges in the home country, South Africa was perceived to be offering the potential for opportunity. In addition to the illustrating quotes in Table 3 the story offered by Collin can be cited as an example. Collin left a good job in his home country due to challenges (economic and political) to come to South Africa. For Collin, South Africa added the attraction of a ‘new experience’:

It was about time for a new experience, I hated the predictability of my life and a new start was just the launching pad I needed to move. Having worked in an NGO, academia was to be part of my quest for a new experience. New career path and a new country. (Collin, male, married)

A final factor motivating expatriation was reported to be the perception of good resources and facilities in South Africa. These resources and facilities were varied. Some women participants cited ‘good schools for their children’ and other participants cited resources such as ‘skilled and internationally acclaimed professors’. For example, Conrad, who is a senior lecturer in Soil and Pasture Science, first came to South Africa as a student but upon completion of his studies, he went to work in Swaziland and Namibia before joining the South African academic sector because of the ‘facilities and resources’ which would help him contribute more:

South African universities’ facilities and resources are up to standard and also the work environment to do your research is better, freedom of academic environment is there. (Conrad, male, married)

The study also focused on the experience of being an SiE. Participants described this to be challenging with the source of this emanating from (1) work and (2) non-work-related challenges.

**The self-initiated expatriates experience as a challenge**

Table 3 presents a summary of the SiE experiences summated as work and non-work-related challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work-related challenge</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Illustrating quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long working hours</td>
<td>This challenge speaks to the duration of time academics have to work with reference to that extra time outside the formal prescribed work time.</td>
<td>... being an academic requires long hours, sometimes you find yourself that you have to work in the evenings and outside the 8 to 5. I even work on weekends. (Mark, Male, Kenyan) My work is very strenuous, stressful, and actually it has taken over my life, to be honest with you I don’t have a social life. (Angie, Female, Zimbabwean) I have not taken an official leave to go and relax because my work tends to require me to stay extra-time. (Uche, Male, Nigerian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remuneration</td>
<td>Participants cited disparities in view of the monetary payment in relation to effort put in.</td>
<td>We need funding and more incentives. If an employee doesn’t feel that they are getting adequately compensated for the time that they invest in their job, I wouldn’t mind spending that time doing my leisure, but because of my job requirements, I have to sit here very extended hours and I’m not particularly happy with the compensation. (Robin, Female, Zimbabwean) Sometimes, right now the standard rates they are giving us are not the same as South Africans; it’s just that salaries are confidential, but you will be surprised that the salaries that they are giving us, the same person who is sitting in my position with same experience or sometimes I even have more experience than that person, but they are getting a higher salary than me. (Angie, Female, Zimbabwean) After graduating, I couldn’t get any form of job to better myself given my background so I was now forced to find a way to raise money. So I did farming, you know farming in my home is done at a subsistence level, I did farming for 2 years raising money, and moved out of the country to South Africa to look for a better life. (Sean, Male, Cameroonian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination from local staff members</td>
<td>Any negative attitude experienced.</td>
<td>The only excuse that I’m being given is that I’m a foreigner. Actually, my HOD told me face-to-face that the reason why we are not taking you on a full-time basis is because you are not a South African citizen. (Teshi, Female, Cameroonian) In some cases, you are treated differently because you are a foreigner especially by the locals at work, maybe as a foreigner I am a threat. (Collin, Male, Zimbabwean)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3: Challenges faced by expatriates.**
long distances consumed my time and also did not give me a little bit of peace of mind; the time I travelled between my home and my workplace could have been better utilised. (Paul, male, married)

In some cases, the lack of accommodation for SiEs resulted in participants like Conrad sending their families back home:

I couldn’t get the right accommodation and as a result, I was forced to send my family back home, and living without them is very difficult. (Conrad, male, married)

Linked to the challenge of accommodation was the challenge of family separation. It was not only the lack of accommodation that resulted in the separation of families as in Conrad, but also the local culture and life outside their home country which some families could not adjust to. The stories of Sean and Kelly appear to reveal this. Both participants are separated from their families. Sean’s family ‘struggled’ to integrate to the local culture and conditions given the difference between his home country (Cameroon) and South Africa:

... my family speaks French, here in South Africa, especially in Alice, I could not find a French speaking school. Further, our cultures are just too different. Career wise, I could adjust, but it was tough and my family struggled. We made a decision to send the family back to Cameroon for their own benefit. The distance is killing us. (Sean, male, married)

Conversely Kelly, after losing her husband, decided to send her family back to Zambia. The thinking around this was motivated around how the experience of being in South Africa reminded the children of their father. Further, Kelly had to work extra hard and at times she could not cope:

I realised because of the long hours of work, I had no time for the children. The children were literally being brought up by the nanny as I was always not there. Further, the death of my husband did not go well with the kids. The best I could do was send the kids back home. It was a good decision, it’s so tough to deal with now. (Kelly, female, widow)

A non-work-related challenge was the discrimination SiEs had to endure from members of the community. In all cases, participants narrated this to be an identity issue stemming from the fact that they were foreigners in South Africa. For instance, Lilly described her ‘foreignness’ as a ‘threat to locals’ and subsequently affecting her integration in her community. Collin put it succinctly:

... everywhere you go, there is this icy stare from the locals. At the supermarket, I am not too light enough. When getting petrol, why I am speaking English and not Xhosa. When searching [for] a school for my child, you get 101 questions. I will always be a foreigner in this country, a badge that comes with challenges. (Collin, male, married)

Finally, some challenges emanated from the work-setting of the expatriates. The SiEs also experienced challenges within their formal employment contracts. Long working hours seemed to be the main challenge, and all the participants reiterated that a normal working week was not enough for them to do their work. Because of the flexibility and work load in the academia, participants found themselves working on weekends. Angie, for example, did not have a ‘social life’ because of the work load. In some instances, participants, such as Uche, were no longer taking leave days because of the work load:

I have not taken an official leave to go and relax because my work tends to require me to stay extra-time. (Uche, male, married)

Despite devoting several hours of their time, the monetary compensation did not reflect their immense efforts. For personal and career development reasons, participants such as Robin had to work for extended hours despite ‘a lack of funding and incentives’. Furthermore, the institution had a dual salary policy in the sense that the locals and expatriates were being remunerated differently although equally skilled. Angie concisely expressed the predicament:

Sometimes, right now the standard rates they are giving us are not the same as South Africans’, it’s just that salaries are confidential, but you will be surprised that the salaries that they are giving us, the same person who is sitting in my position with same experience or sometimes I even have more experience than that person, but they are getting a higher salary than me. (Angie, female, single)

Finally, a work-related challenge SiEs had to endure was discrimination from local staff members. In most cases, participants were treated unfairly, which hindered their career and personal development. Participants ‘foreignness’ did not only affect their integration into the community but also in the workplace as Collin felt that his nationality was a ‘threat’, consequently hampering their career development. In some cases, because of nationality, participants were not being given a chance in their respective departments. Succinctly put by Teshi:

The only excuse that I’m being given is that I’m a foreigner. Actually, my HOD told me face-to-face that the reason why we are not taking you on a full-time basis is because you are not a South African citizen. (Teshi, female, single)

**Ethical considerations**

Ethics approval was sought and obtained from the university where the study was conducted. Furthermore, before participation, the participants were asked to sign a written informed consent form that summarised all known potential benefits, confidentiality issues, risks associated with the research and how the data will be used.

**Discussion**

**Outline of the findings**

This study investigated the factors and experiences of SiEs in South Africa. Factors that influenced expatriation were multifaceted. The main factors behind expatriation were identified as follows: (1) a need for further studies, (2) worsening political and economic conditions in the home...
country, (3) need for new life experience and (4) perception of
good resources and facilities in South Africa. Despite the
benefits associated with SiEs, the experience of being an SiE
presents itself as a challenge, with the challenges emanating
from work-related and non-work-related challenges. Work-
related challenges are factors within the formal employment
contract, while non-work-related ones are outside the formal
employment contract.

**Relating main findings to literature**

The findings of this study are consistent with the existing
literature on factors influencing expatriation and SiE
experiences. Previous studies have shown that people seek
expatriation as a way to escape from their current situations
Many of the participants originated from countries with poor
economic and political conditions. This supports previous
studies’ findings that economic and political conditions act as
a motivational factor to expatriate (Al Ariss & Syed, 2011; Carr et al., 2005; Thorn, 2009).

Furthermore, current research participants mentioned that
because of the need to experience new lives in other countries
and develop their careers, they were motivated to expatriate.
New life experiences and career development have been
noted as some of the major factors that influence expatriation
(Andresen et al., 2012; Froese, 2012; Mostert, 2014; Van den
Bergh & Du Plessis, 2012). In addition, through good
resources and facilities, participants were able to advance
and develop their careers (Andresen et al., 2012). Participants
of this research can be viewed as refugees who are architects
and mercenaries (Fitzgerald & Howe-Walsh, 2008; Richardson &
McKenna, 2002). This research revealed that SiEs are not solely
driven by the desirability of the job, but rather the poor
economic and political conditions in their home countries.

On the contrary, findings of previous studies (Inkson,
Arthur, Fringle & Barry, 1997; Myers, 2013; Richardson &
McKenna, 2002; Van den Bergh & Du Plessis, 2012) cited
that exploration acted as a motivator to expatriate.
However, as found in this study, exploration amongst SiEs
comes as a secondary factor; perhaps this is because of the
sample being from developing countries. Although SiEs’
experiences are described as beneficial (Al Ariss &
Ozbilgin, 2010; Scurry, Rodriguez & Bailouni, 2013; Thorn,
2009), the experience is characterised by several challenges
(Richardson & Zikic, 2007).

A great challenge for the participants was accommodation
(Froese, 2012). As in previous studies, lack of housing led to
family separation which eventually led to loneliness (Mostert,
2014). Furthermore, the inability of the family members to
adapt to the host country’s culture and language led to family
separation (Van den Bergh & Du Plessis, 2012). Furthermore,
as in previous studies, most participants felt like outsiders
because of culture and language differences which made it
difficult for them to blend in with the community (Froese,
2012; Richardson & McKenna, 2002).

The participants also faced work-related challenges. Money
is one of the major motivators to expatriate, as illustrated
in previous studies (Andresen et al., 2012; Richardson &
Mallon, 2005; Selmer & Lauring, 2010). Although participants
received compensation, it did not reflect their work efforts.
Furthermore, lack of support from the institution demoralised
the participants (Froese, 2012; Mostert, 2014). Because of
discrimination, participants always lived in fear of the
unknown (Richardson & McKenna, 2002; Richardson &
Zikic, 2007).

This study contributes to the understanding of factors that
influence expatriation and SiEs’ experiences (Alshammari,
2013). The focus was on people who are from developing
countries and move between developing countries as it is a
neglected sample. This research has responded to calls for
understanding SiEs as the decision to expatriate no longer
lies with the organisation (Froese, 2012, Selmer & Lauring,
2011a).

**Practical implications**

Many countries are facing talent shortages. Organisations
should perceive SiEs as valuable human resources. Attracting
and retaining skilled workers is an important issue. The
South African government should account for its reliance on
skilled SiEs within South Africa and the positive impact SiEs
have on the economy. Furthermore, organisations should
accept that skilled SiEs play an important role in the
development of local employees through development of
transferable skills or knowledge-sharing. SiEs are viewed as
less expensive labour and equally skilled compared with
traditional expatriates. As SiEs are escaping from economic
and political hardships, they may be more likely to accept job
offers. However, organisations should not exploit this group
of employees. Further, SiEs should not be seen as a
homogenous group who expatriate for the same reason.

The organisations should assist SiEs to attain houses as it was
illustrated as one of the major challenges faced by SiEs.
Additionally, organisations should create social networks for
the SiEs and their families to adjust quicker to the host
country’s culture and language. In order for the academics
to be productive, organisations need to offer SiEs competitive
remuneration to show their appreciation of the work being
carried out by expatriates. Institutions need to provide
sufficient support to SiEs, for example, in their research work,
in order to retain and increase the levels of commitment of
the SiEs. Finally, organisations should also educate the
university employees and broader community on how to
embrace individual differences and not discriminate on the
basis of country of origin and any other demographic
differences.

**Limitations of the study and future research areas**

Some limitations exist within this work. Firstly, the study
focused on African SiEs who are based in South Africa,
and the discoveries of this study may not be applied to other countries and continents. Secondly, only one institutional use was institution for this study, the findings are not generalisable. Thirdly, most of the participants in the study were black Africans, and this can be noted as a limitation. However, the demographic make-up of the participating university is mainly composed of the black African group especially amongst SiEs. Finally and because of the nature of the qualitative paradigm, though the sample size was deemed to be small, it has assisted as argued by Chinyamurindi (2016) in emerging sense making around the topic under study.

Although enlightening, the findings from this study of self-initiated academic expatriate may not be generalised to other professions of SiEs. Therefore, future studies should make use of samples of employees from different professions, especially the ones in the business world. Given the scarcity of research on SiEs, there are many other areas to explore. Based on the findings of this study, there is a need to conduct more empirical studies in Africa in order to understand the experiences of SiEs who move between developing countries, and to explore the meaning of being an SiE to them. Furthermore, there is a need to study the human resources departments that employ SiEs to find out how they are meeting the needs of the SiEs. Another avenue to be further studied is the experience of the SiEs who move from developed countries to developing countries. In addition, future studies should look at how self-initiated academic expatriates can have a better work–life balance.

Conclusion

International and global mobility is increasing, and this is opening various opportunities and avenues for skilled individuals to take up work in different countries. Many people are becoming SiEs; however, research about SiEs is still in its infancy. This study contributes to understanding the factors influencing SiEs to relocate into South Africa and their experiences as a result of the relocation. The findings of this study provide a future research basis focusing on SiEs that move between developing countries.
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